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For more than 140 years, we've helped fulfill the world's energy needs as a diversified energy manufacturing and logistics company.
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Sustainability shapes how we define and execute our strategy, which supports our long-term resilisnce and competitiveness.
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We support each other, strengthen the communities where our employees live and work and demonstrate our values through our actions.
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Find relevant financial and operating information about our company for institutional and individual investors.
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Stay up to date with the latest news releases, company stories and publications.
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Our vision is to provide energy and improve lives. We are excited about the future of energy and helping the world move forward.
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			Sustainability
We are committed to providing energy today with an eye on tomorrow. Guided by our pillars of operational excellence — Environmental Stewardship, Social Responsibility, Governance and Financial Performance — we focus on continual improvements that keep our assets and communities strong as we work to meet the world’s changing energy needs.


		

	





Our Approach to Sustainability




Sustainability shapes how we define and execute our strategy, which supports the long-term resilience and competitiveness of the company. Our approach has enabled us to deliver on our vision to provide energy and improve lives and drive shareholder value since our start.






Learn More in Our ESG Overview
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Environmental Stewardship




Reducing our environmental footprint by managing natural capital, progressing initiatives to reduce, recycle and reuse, and advancing lower-carbon solutions
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Social Responsibility




Committing to the well-being of our employees and creating an inclusive culture where diversity can thrive, engaging with our stakeholders and investing in our people and communities
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Governance




Serving the interests of all stakeholders with the highest standards of responsibility, ethics and integrity
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Operational Excellence




Ensuring personal and process safety, environmental stewardship, reliability and cost efficiency while protecting shareholder value
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Financial Performance




Delivering shareholder value through our disciplined approach to capital allocation and focus on returns
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2023 Sustainability Report Summary










Executive Summary




Read the Full Report




		

	









What We Are Doing






Enhancing Our Core Business




Strengthening our resilience




Leveraging digital innovations




Increasing efficiencies and productive of workforce and operating assets







Building a Lower-Carbon Growth Platform




Extending through value chain adjacencies




Pursuing scalable investments




Leveraging expertise, experience and leadership in research and innovation




Continuing capital discipline with emphasis on returns













Learn More About Our Work




We are motivated by the opportunities we see all around us to optimize our businesses as energy systems evolve.
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		Emerging Energy
We are providing energy and finding lower-carbon ways to meet the world’s energy demands and power human progress toward tomorrow.
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		Community
We provide Good Energy to improve the lives in the communities where we live and work.
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		Our People
Our people are from all backgrounds and various disciplines across our diverse and integrated value chain.
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GHG Emissions Reduction Targets




Our company has made meaningful progress toward developing a lower-carbon business, based on achievable targets and thoughtful strategy.





View our targets
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						Giving Our Energy
						
							From classrooms to craftmanship: Youths shape energy future at rodeo						

						March 7, 2024
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						Giving Our Energy
						
							Phillips 66 contributes $250,000 for relief efforts in Texas and Oklahoma wildfires						

						March 4, 2024
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						Giving Our Energy
						
							Grit in action: Phillips 66 executive shares leadership lessons						

						February 19, 2024
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